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data reduction & analysisdata reduction & analysis
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gain analysisgain analysis modelingmodeling

Brightness temperaturesBrightness temperatures  

Spectral propertiesSpectral properties  

Kinematics Kinematics (for the first 5 years (for the first 5 years 

see G. Piner et al. 2007)see G. Piner et al. 2007)  

Core shiftsCore shifts  (see poster (see poster 
Y.Y. Kovalev et al.)Y.Y. Kovalev et al.)
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sources observedsources observed
294 (69%) – Quasars
 51 (12%) – BL Lacs
 35  (8%) – Radio Galaxies
 48 (11%) – unidentified sources

354 (83%) sources 
have measured redshifts

(from Veron-Cetty&Veron, 2006)



  

spectral propertiesspectral properties
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core brightness temperaturescore brightness temperatures

k – Boltzmann constant

S – core flux density

θ – angular size of the core
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maps + modelsmaps + models
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shock model at adiabatic stageshock model at adiabatic stage



  

J1104+3812    BL LacJ1104+3812    BL Lac

P-map from 15GHz
MOJAVE observations
(Lister and Homan,
 2005, AJ, 130, 1389)

  



  

J1540+1447    BL LacJ1540+1447    BL Lac

P-map from 8GHz
VLBA observations of
Kühr & Schmidt 
BL Lac sample
(Pushkarev et al.,
 2008, in prep.) 



  

J1824+5651    BL LacJ1824+5651    BL Lac

P-map from 8GHz
VLBA observations of
Kühr & Schmidt 
BL Lac sample
(Pushkarev et al.,
 2008, in prep.) 



  

J2232+1143    QuasarJ2232+1143    Quasar

P-map from 15GHz
MOJAVE observations
(Lister and Homan,
 2005, AJ, 130, 1389)

  



  

Conclusion & FutureConclusion & Future

 The measured (determined) brightness temperatures The measured (determined) brightness temperatures 
and sizes of bright jet features in three BL Lacs and a and sizes of bright jet features in three BL Lacs and a 
quasar  are found to be consistent with emission from quasar  are found to be consistent with emission from 
relativistic shocks dominated by adiabatic losses of relativistic shocks dominated by adiabatic losses of 
energyenergy

 We will analyze multi-frequency MOJAVE-2 data We will analyze multi-frequency MOJAVE-2 data 
(8.1, 8.4, 12.1, 15.4 GHz) that allow to determine (8.1, 8.4, 12.1, 15.4 GHz) that allow to determine 
individual spectral index for each cross-identified jet individual spectral index for each cross-identified jet 
componentcomponent



  

ObservationsObservations

 Started in 1997Started in 1997
 Not finished. Ongoing projectNot finished. Ongoing project
 Goals: Astrometry, Geodesy, AstrophysicsGoals: Astrometry, Geodesy, Astrophysics
 Instrument: VLBA + up to 9 additional stationsInstrument: VLBA + up to 9 additional stations
 Frequency: S/X (8 and 2 GHz or 3.6/13 cm)Frequency: S/X (8 and 2 GHz or 3.6/13 cm)
 Polarization: RCPPolarization: RCP
 Bandwidth: 32 MHz (4 IFs, 16 channels in each one)Bandwidth: 32 MHz (4 IFs, 16 channels in each one)
 Time sampling: biTime sampling: bi--monthly monthly 
 Session duration: 24 hrSession duration: 24 hr
 Correlator: VLBA  Correlator: VLBA  
 Sample: pool of ~Sample: pool of ~5500 Northern Hemisphere International Celestial 00 Northern Hemisphere International Celestial 

Reference Frame sources. 80-90 scheduled sources per session. 40-50 Reference Frame sources. 80-90 scheduled sources per session. 40-50 
remain the same from experiment to experiment remain the same from experiment to experiment  core of the sample.  core of the sample. 
Not flux limited sample! 75% - quasars, 16% - BL Lacs, 6% - radio Not flux limited sample! 75% - quasars, 16% - BL Lacs, 6% - radio 
galaxies, 3% - unidenfied objectsgalaxies, 3% - unidenfied objects



  

14 additional stations (with up to 9 in each session) extend the 14 additional stations (with up to 9 in each session) extend the 
maximum baseline up to maximum baseline up to 12 000 km (BR-HR)12 000 km (BR-HR) which is close to  which is close to 
the limit for earth-based VLBI observationsthe limit for earth-based VLBI observationsALGOPARK
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VLBA

12 000 km (BR-HR)

VLBA+     (Global VLBI) Instrument:Instrument:



  

map statisticsmap statistics

     S-band average:
             rms = 0.682 mJy/beam
             dynamic range = 1100
             bottom level = 0.41%

     X-band average: 
            rms = 0.663 mJy/beam
            dynamic range = 1200
            bottom level = 0.40%



  

Brightness temperature evolutionBrightness temperature evolution



  

maps + modelsmaps + models



  

FutureFuture

 Jet kinematics (apparent velocity and acceleration)Jet kinematics (apparent velocity and acceleration)

 Spectral properties evolution of the core and jet Spectral properties evolution of the core and jet 
components (with time for the same knots and with components (with time for the same knots and with 
distance from the VLBI core for different components)distance from the VLBI core for different components)

 Reduction VLBA observations at six frequencies to Reduction VLBA observations at six frequencies to 
measure and study the frequency dependent VLBI  core measure and study the frequency dependent VLBI  core 
shifts in a sample of 20 radio bright AGN. This will be shifts in a sample of 20 radio bright AGN. This will be 
the first systematic study of the core shift effect and its the first systematic study of the core shift effect and its 
application to AGN physics and astrometryapplication to AGN physics and astrometry
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